The bifurcation of double-pulse homoclinic orbits under parameter perturbation is analysed for reversible systems having a homoclinic solution that is biasymptotic to a saddle-centre equilibrium. This is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium with two real and two purely imaginary eigenvalues. Reversibility enforces that small perturbations will not change this eigenvalue con guration. It is found that (generically) an in nite sequence of parameter values exists, on one side of that of the primary homoclinic, for which there are double-pulse homoclinic orbits.
Introduction
Hamiltonian dynamical systems are known to possess special properties, such as persistence of homoclinic orbits and a Liapunov Centre Theorem at elliptic xed points, that have precise analogies for symmetric trajectories in reversible systems (e.g. De76] ). In this context we take a restrictive de nition of a reversible system; an even-order dynamical system being invariant under time reversal and a linear involution that xes half the phase space variables. A trajectory is termed symmetric if it is invariant under such a transformation as a set. Standard examples are classical Hamiltonian systems with quadratic kinetic energy. This paper makes a further contribution to the study of the dynamics in a neighborhood of homoclinic orbits to equilibria in autonomous reversible systems, see Dev77, H ar93, Ch94, FT96, Saetal96, Kno97] for other cases and Ch98] for a review. The assumption here is that the equilibrium (without loss of generality, the origin) is a saddle centre, that is a nonhyperbolic equilibrium having two real and two imaginary eigenvalues. The assumption of reversibility is enough to ensure that such a linearisation will persist under parameter perturbation De76] (the same would be true under just the assumption of Hamiltonian structure). As argued below (see Figure 2 ), the existence of symmetric homoclinic orbits in such systems is of codimension one, whereas non-symmetric homoclinic orbits are of codimension three in general, or codim two for Hamiltonian systems (see Ler91, KL95] for an unfolding of the latter situation). Therefore, it does not a ect the codimension of symmetric homoclinic connections whether Hamiltonian structure is present or not. We will analyse only systems of the lowest possible dimension, namely four, for which the phenomenon can occur. Presumably a`homoclinic centre manifold' theorem as in San95] can be used to show similar results for higher-dimensional systems. Of prime concern will be the existence of multi-pulse homoclinic orbits, which are like several copies of the primary seperated by a nite number of small oscillations, for parameter values close to that of the primary. Mielke, Holmes and O'Reilly MHO92] have analysed this question for reversible Hamiltonian systems, and also the construction of shift dynamics in a neighbourhood of the primary homoclinic orbit. See also the results of Reg97]. Here we shall consider the e ect of relaxing the assumption of Hamiltonian structure, while keeping reversibility. It will be shown that there are both similarities and di erences between the Hamiltonian and reversible theories. We shall restrict our attention to double-pulse homoclinic orbits, but, by analogy with the results of MHO92], similar statements are likely to hold for general n-pulse (n > 2) homoclinic orbits too. We will also not study possible shift dynamics for perturbations of reversible homoclinic orbits to saddle centres, as this is more subtle than in the Hamiltonian case since one cannot reduce the dynamics to the study of a two-dimensional map. In fact, as in the case of homoclinic orbits to saddle-focus in reversible systems H ar93, Ch94], whether shift dynamics necessarily occur is an open question at present. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we give precise notations and state our main theorems. As a preparation for the proofs, we describe in Section 3 the dynamics in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium in terms of a normal form. Taking as an assumption that the dynamics is C 1 conjugate to this normal form locally, we prove our two main theorems in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we study two examples and perform some numerics to illustrate our results on two example systems. The rst system is obtained by adjusting a certain fourth-order equation arising as a continuous limit of a discrete lattice equation to make the corresponding system non-Hamiltonian. The second system has physical motivation as a model for nonlinear optical`spatial solitons' in the presence of linear and nonlinear dispersion. For both models we provide direct numerical evidence of the distinction between Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian cases.
The main results
Consider the equation _ x = f(x; ); (x; ) 2 I R 4 I R:
(1) We assume (H1) f is reversible, i.e. there is a linear involution R with dim( x(R)) = 2 and f(Rx; ) = ?Rf(x; ) 8(x; ) 2 I R 4
An important property of reversible systems is the fact that with x(t) also Rx(?t) is a solution of (1).
De nition A trajectory is called symmetric if it is, as a whole, invariant under the reversing symmetry R. Without loss of generality, since (1) is autonomous, for such trajectories we may assume x(0) 2 x(R). Furthermore, we assume (H2) 0 is a (symmetric) equilibrium for all . The eigenvalues of the linearization Df(0) at = 0 are ; i!.
In this case, the equilibrium 0 is called a saddle-centre. Due to reversibility, the spectrum of the linearization at a symmetric equilibrium is always symmetric with respect to 0, see De76] . This implies that for all small j j there will be the same eigenvalue con guration with a pair of real and a pair i! of purely imaginary eigenvalues. Moreover, the corresponding eigenspaces depend smoothly on . Hence for su ciently small , by a linear change of variables which depends smoothly on , we may assume that the linearization of f at 0 has the form 
Moreover, we assume that the equation can locally be put into some polynomial normal form. These normal forms are described below in Section 3.
(H3) There is a C 1 -di eomorphism that commutes with R and which, locally near 0, conjugates the vector eld to a nite-order normal form.
Homoclinic orbits to the origin with systems of with this linearisation are of codimension one in the topology of smooth reversible systems (see, for example, the proof of Lemma 4 in Section 4 below). Hence we assume (H4) For = 0, there is a symmetric homoclinic orbit q(t) converging to 0 as t ! 1.
The nal condition is a non-degeneracy hypothesis that concerns the splitting of the stable and unstable manifolds as the parameter is varied. In order to formulate it, recall that there is a Liapunov Centre Theorem for reversible systems De76, Thm. (ii) System (5) is a Hamiltonian system for = 0. Then we have that (1) is reversible under ?R also, which leads to the following. Corollary 3 Assume (H1)-(H4) and (H6), then: Given (H5), then there are two sequences 1 < 2 < 3 < : : : < 0 and^ 1 >^ 2 > 3 > : : : > 0 of parameter values where 2-homoclinic orbits exist. One sequence corresponds to R-reversible orbits, the other to ?R-reversible.
Given Hamiltonian structure, then there are two sequences 1 < 2 < 3 < : : : < 0 and^ 1 >^ 2 >^ 3 > : : : > 0 both corresponding to S-reversible 2-homoclinic orbits where S = R or ?R depending on the sign of s.
Given the assumptions of Theorem 2, then the sign of for which R-reversible and ?R-reversible pulses occur is determined by the sign of . 3 The normal form It has become quite standard to simplify a dynamical system near a singular point by using normal form analysis, see for example Eletal, IA92] . Such a normal form in the case of interest here will be essentially determined by the linear part of f and the reversibility. The procedure is simple. First one calculates the normal form near a saddle-centre equilibrium without taking reversibility into account. The normal form inherits the reversibility of the original vector eld. So in a second step we have to check which restrictions are imposed on the already computed normal form. Without the reversibility one arrives at the following (2n + 1)st-order normal form where P 1 ; P 2 ; Q 1 and Q 2 are n-th order polynomials:
x 1 P 1 (x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; ) x 2 P 2 (x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; ) x 4 Q 1 (x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; ) x 3 Q 2 (x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; )
Taking into account the reversibility, gives the additional restriction P 1 = ?P 2 ; Q 1 = ?Q 2 :
Hence one arrives at the following (2n + 1)-st order normal form:
B B B B B @ x 1 P(x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; ) ?x 2 P(x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; ) ?x 4 Q(x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; )
x 3 Q(x 1 x 2 ; x 2 3 + x 2 4 ; )
with P and Q being real n-th order polynomials and P(0; 0; ) = ( ); Q(0; 0; ) = !( ). Note that this normal form is integrable: it possesses the rst integrals I 1 := x 1 x 2 and I 2 := x 2 3 + x 2 4 . It is not known whether any vector eld locally near a reversible saddle-center can be conjugated to such a normal form. The Liapunov Centre Theorem for reversible systems guarantees the existence of a two-dimensional centre manifold, but this is not enough. In general, only higher order terms in the \hyperbolic" directions x 1 ; x 2 can be removed, see e.g. Sam83, Bon97] . Hence, the resulting normal normal form is more complicated and it is not even clear that the conjugating di eomorphism commutes with the action of R. So for the present paper, we take as an assumption that our original vector eld is conjugate to the normal form (2). Note also that, for the normal form (2), the local unstable and stable manifolds of 0 are just the x 1 -and x 2 -axis. The local center manifold C is lled with circular periodic orbits and its stable manifold W s (C) = fx 2 = 0g is independent of . The gure is drawn by projecting out the two co-ordinate directions corresponding to the centre manifold at 0. (b) A possible con guration of non-symmetric homoclinic orbits. By reversibility they must occur in pairs, and since they do not intersect x(R) they are of a higher co-dimension.
Given odd symmetry (H5) these orbits would be symmetric under ?R.
Proof of Theorem 1
By (H3), we may use the truncated normal form (2) of the vector eld for our calculations.
The integrability of the normal form has the nice e ect that most calculations are simple and the geometry becomes very clear. The calculations are similar to those of Mielke et al., although through the absence of Hamiltonian structure the geometry is more complicated. We will consider a Poincar e map along the primary homoclinic orbit q(t). This Poincar e map will be decomposed into a local and a global part where the local part is determined by the normal form near 0 and the global part is modelled by a di eomorphism. See Figure  2 For the decomposition, we will choose a transverse section u to the homoclinic orbit q at = 0. We take u := fx 1 = r; x 2 2 + x 2 3 + x 2 4 < 2 g where r and are chosen small such that u is contained in the neighborhood of 0 where the vector eld is given by the normal form. As a second transverse section we choose the mirror image s := R( u ) = fx 2 = r; x 2 1 + x 2 3 + x 2 4 < 2 g:
Using those two sections we de ne a local Poincar e map loc : s ?! u (x s 1 ; x s 3 ; x s 4 ) 7 ?! (x u 2 ; x u 3 ; x u 4 ) induced by the ow of the normal form (2). A global map glob : u ?! s is given by the coordinate transformations near 0 and the global ow along the homoclinic orbit q. We suppress for both Poincar e maps their dependence on the parameter when the meaning is obvious. Due to the existence of the primary homoclinic orbit for = 0, we know that 0 glob maps (0; 0; 0) 2 u to (0; 0; 0) 2 s . Since, by (H3), the coordinate transformation commutes with R, the global map is Rreversible:
The next lemma characterizes 2-homoclinic solutions in terms of the two Poincar e return maps.
Lemma 4 There exists a symmetric 2-homoclinic orbit at the parameter value i loc glob (0; 0; 0) = R glob (0; 0; 0): Proof of lemma 4: We explain rst why in our system we are only interested in symmetric homoclinic orbits. Recall that for reversible systems a Liapunov Centre Theorem holds; the centre manifold is foliated by hyperbolic periodic orbits. For that reason every homoclinic orbit has to lie in the one-dimensional unstable manifold of 0 and, since it is a homoclinic orbit, also in the one-dimensional stable manifold of 0. So the homoclinic orbit is (one component of) both the stable and unstable manifold. Since those two manifolds are related by the reversing symmetry R (see De76]) the homoclinic orbit has either to be symmetric, or there are two symmetry-related homoclinic orbits (as in Fig 2(b) ). However, the non-symmetric situation is of codimension-three in general reversible systems because we require two one-dimensional manifolds to be identi ed in I R 4 (it would be codim 2 for Hamiltonian reversible systems). By contrast, symmetric homoclinic orbits occur when the one-dimensional manifold W u (0; ) intersects the plane x(R). This is of codimension one in I R 4 . Hence, since we are interested in generic phenomena on varying one parameter , we look only for symmetric 2-homoclinic solutions. These occur when W u (0) intersects 
Using the normal form we can get an accurate description of S symm as follows. Owing to the imaginary eigenvalues, it is more convenient to use polar coordinates instead of x 3 and x 4 , hence we set x 3 = % cos ' x 4 = % sin ':
In these coordinates the normal form equations read _ x 1 = P(I 1 ; I 2 ; )x 1 (2) _ x 2 = ?P(I 1 ; I 2 ; )x 2 (3) _ % = 0 _ ' = Q(I 1 ; I 2 ; ) where the %-equation re ects the fact that I 2 = % 2 is a rst integral and the '-equation gives the angular velocity of the periodic solutions that foliate the centre manifold of 0. The`hyperbolic' equations (2), (3) can be used to calculate the time a trajectory spends in going from s to u . Especially, we can now give an expression for loc in terms of % and '. As before, we write % s ; ' s for the polar coordinates in s and % u ; ' u for the coordinates in
Figure 3: The set S symm for 0 < % < % max and 0 < x 1 < x max > 0, for some % max ; x max < delta, and its intersection with a generic ( ). Decreasing x 1 further than depicted, the double spiral winds faster and faster, with its in nite leaves accumulating on the circle x 1 = 0, % < % max ; which is W u (C) ) : (4) The condition x s 1 > 0 is necessary, because orbits with x s 1 < 0 leave a neighborhood of 0 not via the section u but along the other branch of the unstable manifold. In particular, these orbits do not lie in a tubular neighborhood of the primary homoclinic orbit. To get an understanding of Theorem (1), it is useful to visualize the set S symm ; see We investigate the function 7 ! ( ) := ' ( ) ? 4 ? Q(rx 1 ( ); % ( )) 2 ; ) 2P (rx 1 ( ); % ( )) 2 ; ) ln(r=x 1 ( )):
As we have shown, a point of intersection between and S symm occurs i ( ) 0 (mod ) and x 1 ( ) > 0:
Note rst that due to (5), the second condition is satis ed either for all small > 0 or for all small < 0. Without loss of generality we assume that x 1 ( ) > 0 for all small positive . The existence of in nitely many intersections is then proved if we show that ( ) tends to +1 or ?1 as tends to 0 from above. However, this is clear, since ' ( ) tends to a limit as & 0 and both I 1 and I 2 tend to 0. Hence, the ln-term dominates and, j ( )j ! 1 which completes the proof. 2
The proof of the rst part of Corollary 3 follows from noticing that S ?symm := f(x s 1 ; x s 3 ; x s 4 ) 2 s ; loc (x s 1 ; x s 3 ; x s 4 ) = ?R(x s 1 ; x s 3 ; x s 4 )g = ?S symm :
Therefore, for the sign of for which ( ) does not intersect S symm there will be in nitely many intersections between ( ) and ?S symm . These intersections correspond to ?Rreversible 2-homoclinic orbits. The other two parts of the Corollary can be derived similarly from the proof of Theorem 2, which follows. 
Moreover, when put into normal form (which may now be achieved for any analytical Hamiltonian system by an analytic change of variables | see MHO92]), then the higher order terms depend only on x 1 x 2 and x 2 3 + x 2 4 (and ). If one looks for homoclinic orbits, µ h (ν) 6 Two examples
We shall illustrate the preceding theory with two examples, the rst somewhat arti cially generated to suit our purposes, and the second taken from a particular problem in nonlinear optics. In both cases, we do not attempt to verify the non-degeneracy conditions (H1){ (H5) rigorously. Instead we provide strong a posteriori numerical evidence, obtained by direct computation of paths of homoclinic orbits, that the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 hold. All numerical computations are based on solving boundary-value problems for homoclinic solutions, see e.g. Ch98] and references therein. Numerical continuation is performed using the software AUTO DKK91].
Before presenting the results, we note that we can use the formula (6) to deduce the rate of parameter accumulation of 2-pulses on the primary orbit implied by Theorem 1 in the case of general reversible systems and Theorem 2 for Hamiltonian reversible systems. These rates may be used as additional numerical evidence for the presence or otherwise of Hamiltonian structure. 
for some a 6 = 0. Substituting (10) into (9) for i = n and i = n + 1, and dividing, we obtain We should remark, however, that we are not aware that corresponds to anything physical in this model. For all values of and 2 , Equation (13), when viewed as a dynamical system in phase space variables (u; u 0 ; u 00 ; u 000 ), has odd symmetry and is reversible under R : (u; u 0 ; u 00 ; u 000 ) ! (u; ?u 0 ; u 00 ; ?u 000 ) For all 2 (?1; 1), a continuous branch of primary orbits can be traced in the ( 2 ; )-plane, graphs of which orbits do not change qualitatively. For non-zero , we do indeed nd R-symmetric two-pulse homoclinic orbits accumulating on the primary, as described by Theorems 2 and 3 (see g. 7) for two such solutions. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of tracing out curves of the various orbits in the parameter plane. These recover both cases illustrated in g. 1, case (a) for the ?R-reversible two-pulses and (b) for R-reversible ones. This is in accordance with Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 with s = 1. Moreover, in Tables 1 and 2 , the numerical rates of accumulation of sequences of two-pulses on primary orbits are shown to agree with the scalings (12) in the Hamiltonian case = 0 and (11) in the non-Hamiltonian case. The rates calculated from the formulae using the eigenvalues , ! calculated at = 0 are given in the captions to the tables. Note that these eigenvalues vary with (which explains the numerically observed drift from the theoretical rate of accumulation for 6 = 0). A check that the computed sequence represents successive 2-pulses according to the theory is also presented in showing that the gap between the two large peaks (or troughs) di ers by approximately 2 =!. 
Actually this additional term in isolation is likely to be more physically meaningful for the case of the spatial waveguide model than for the temporal bre model, because the latter would also have to take into account the so-called Raman term (see, for example HK95]). Equation (17) may be viewed as a four-dimensional dynamical system in phase space variables Re U(x), Re U 0 (x), Im U(x) and Im U 0 (x). Viewed as such it has odd symmetry and is reversible under R : (U; U 0 ) ! (U ; ?U 0 ) and ?R. (17) 0; j j < 1 where the origin is a saddle centre. All solutions computed were ?R-symmetric since a change of co-ordinates shows that s = ?1.
Here we shall focus on showing that the addition of non-zero destroys any Hamiltonian structure, by providing numerical evidence that Theorem 1 (speci cally Corollary 3) applies. This evidence shall take the form of a sequence of R-symmetric two-pulse solutions for = 0:1 accumulating on a one-pulse solution. Moreover we shall show that this sequence (and a sequence of ?R symmetric solutions) obey the scaling (11). In contrast, for the Hamiltonian system with = 0, the scalings (12) apply.
For simplicity we take = 0. Our starting point is a ?R symmetric one-pulse homoclinic Figure   10 presents, for = 0:1, this primary orbit and some two-pulse orbits, both ?R and R-symmetric, for nearby D-values. Table 3 shows strong evidence that the two-pulses do indeed obey the accumulation law (11) whereas Table 4 shows that the two-pulses accumulating on the corresponding primary solution for = 0 obey (12).
Discussion
We have demonstrated a clear distinction between the behaviour of multi-pulse homoclinic orbits to a saddle-focus equilibrium in the case of reversible and Hamiltonian systems. The T n ? T n?1 T 2 n n n = n?1 (a) R-symmetric numerical calculations provide both good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the theory. It is a subject of current interest to provide clear criteria for deciding whether there exists a change of co-ordinates to place an arbitrary reversible system in Hamiltonian form (see LR98] for a review). So, one application of our work is a way (aided by a numerical experimentation) for deciding whether such a transformation exists in a neighbourhood of a primary homoclinic orbit to a saddle-center. If R-reversible two-pulses exist for one and only one sign of parameter perturbation from the primary orbit, then the system cannot be Hamiltonian (after any smooth co-ordinate transformation). Despite compelling numerical evidence, we should stress that we have not proved rigorously that the two examples presented in Section 6 t into the theory, as we have not proved the generic hypotheses (H1)-(H5). In particular we have taken a rather restrictive assumption that there exists some smooth transformation that conjugates the system to a normal form truncated at some order. This is largely a technical assumption which is hard to verify for an arbitrary example system and does not appear necessary. The removal of this technical condition is the subject of on-going work.
